TOS USER AGREEMENT OF TORSTRESS
Welcome users, these are the Terms and Conditions of TorStress. Please read carefully and obey
these agreements stated below at all times. If not obeyed and folllowed thoroughly we have the
right to punsh the user account whenever we want.
This agreement is in effect as of April 01 2020
We reserve the right to change this User Agreement from time to time without notice.You
understand and agree that it is your responsibility to review this User Agreement properly in order
to understand yourself when TorStress makes any changes towards there TOS agreement. These
Terms and Conditions to apply to all visitors, users who use TorStress service.
Account Policy
Sharing accounts the moment you register on TorStress is forbidden and any information related to
account sharing will result in a permanent suspension.
Privacy Policy
We are a privacy based stresser that focuses on zero logging policy. To enchance users privacy the
main TorsSress website is working over TOR network to ensure everything is done through our
website is completely untraceable. Attacks that are legally attacked by users who use the service,
are untraceable and cannot be tracked. We also have websites hosted in TOR network by visiting
.onion websites on TOR to make sure we give alternative privacy solutions for those users who
need it.
Service Policy
The Aim of TorStress is to provide anonymity in addition to legal Stress Testing Services. We have
the ability to change plans, prices, panels and methods at any give point of time without reason.The
service we provide here at TorStress is meant to be stress tested with your own server/website that
you own, or authorization with permission granted in order to launch stress testing attacks towards
targets must remain legal at all times. If you violate these TOS, your account will be suspended and
a refund wont be granted either, remember to follow these TOS at all times to ensure you do not
have this problem in the near future to any users on TorStress. Users on TorStress are not allowed to
use the service that we provide in order to cause damage on the internet towards servers/websites,
and specifically target business/companies is highly forbidden.
Payments Service
TorStress payment system is based on Crypto-Currency to provide anonymity, and secure payment
system for our users who wish to use the service. The Crypto Currency options are advanced than
other services as we provide; Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin and Monero.
Refund Policy
Requesting a refund on TorStress is highly forbidden, as we do not have the right to oblige with the
request in the first place. If you felt like the services wasn’t effective please contact a Administrator
on Email, or Telegram and communicate with them in order to troubleshoot your problem resulting
in a final solution other than a refund is not allowed either way and all sales are final the moment
you pay on the website.

Attack Policy
Abusing attacks on TorStress is forbidden, such as spam attacking same target entire day with
start/or stop button abuse is not allowed and any users caught will result in a warning or a
temporarily suspension to remind them to not do it again. All attacks done on TorStress are the users
responsibility, we encourage users to attack with fair use and authorization.
TOS Agreement
If a user gets caught abusing a service or admit to breaking the TOS you agreed to by signing up on
the website your account will be terminated. TOS can always be modified and changed at any point
or time without the approval of the user.
Responsability Agreement
Whenever a user signs up and uses our legal stress testing service, TorStress is not responsible for
any action done by the user doing legal stress testing and doesnt condome any consequences of your
actions.

